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Abstract:  Marking Attendance is probably the most typical way to know the actual physical presence of a person. Though it's 

difficult with regards to a mechanical attendance process, Day by Day the amount of pupils in schools & universities is growing 

thus, which makes it harder in controlling & maintaining the attendance records. Automation is the demand in each and every 

sector to minimize human effort. Personal computer vision is a component of automation wherein pc replicates the man vision 

structure and performs an understanding of info that is helpful from pictures. It's a boon for a lot of issues, attendance product 

could additionally be converted from hand-operated sheets to confront recognition. This particular paper proposes a framework 

for building an attendance structure by using Face Recognition. This particular process comprises a webcam which may be 

interfaced to PC Android. the digicam may be unlocked to record pictures. Every student's image is shot as well as saved for 

instruction. OpenCV is needed with a machine learning algorithm to find faces inside one picture. When faces can be found it's 

qualified using KNN algroithm. New pictures are in contrast to preexisting pictures kept in the website utilizing the KNN 

algorithm. Attendance is instantly recorded once the faces are coordinated, if not possibly the pupil is new or maybe the pupil is 

not coming from the category. In this particular manner precision is maintained, therefore making the attendance process simpler 

& economical. 

 

IndexTerms - Face Detection, Face Recognition. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Machine learning is among the fascinating areas of technical innovations nowadays. It enables the machinery to work alone by 

resulting outputs for many specified datasets as inputs with the assistance of different learning algorithms. At existing attendance is 

appraised as a crucial matter for an informative business as the majority of the colleges maintain an attendance sheet to gain 

student's punctuality. With all the development of deep learning, the device instantly detects the attendance functionality of the 

pupil and also helps in the maintaining data. Generally, attendance may be had in 2 ways - Manual Attendance System (Automated 

Attendance and mas) System (AAS). In MAS, the teacher must pronounce the student's rap or registration number individually and 

also provide the attendance appropriately though it is extremely tiring & time-consuming. This system isn't accurate since the 

teacher may miss several names or even get confused when pupils have names that are identical. Probably the most typical failure 

of the device is proxy problems as well as fake attendance whereby pupils provide attendance on behalf of the buddies of theirs. 

There aren't many pupils who have never attend the class or even bunk the class, however, they manage in receiving total 

attendance. Hence, the standard attendance device isn't authentic it's unreliable. In order to overcome these problems and also 

making the attendance process much more dependable and user friendly we opt for Automated Attendance System (AAS). Modern 

Attendance System (MAS) is an automatic process analyzing the actual physical presence or maybe lack of the pupils in the 

classroom by applying learning algorithms. Face Recognition are of 2 types, first category is Two-Dimensional face recognition 

that has several troubles like variations in facial expression, brightness & image resolutions. The other type is Three-dimensional 

face recognition that has shown the excellence of its in areas as facial expressions and illuminations, but this can't be implemented 

very easily due to the complexity of its as well as computation cost of applying 3D in devices. In the research of ours, we've used 

two-Dimensional Face Recognition. Modern Attendance System can additionally figure out relative distance and the position 

between the camera and the students. The digital camera is going to detect the look of pupils offering us a count on the number of 

pupils contained in the classroom. Face recognition entails 2 actions, the initial phase consists of the detection of faces as well as 

the 2nd step include the identification of all those detected face pictures with the current database. There's a selection of face 

detection as well as recognition methods introduced. Face recognition works possibly in form of appearance-based which covers 

the functions of the entire face or even feature-based which covers the geometric aspect as eyes, eyebrows, nose, and cheeks to 

understand the face. The system of ours uses a face recognition strategy to lessen the flaws of the current system by using machine 

learning, it takes a great quality digital camera to record the pictures of pupils, the detection procedure is accomplished by hear 

cascades. And recognizing performance via machine learning. The frontend is made up of GUI that is based on Tkinter as well as 

the backend side include python and reason. The pictures capture by the digicam is delivered to the device for more evaluation, the 

input image will be in contrast to a pair of reference pictures of every one of the pupils as well as mark the attendance of theirs. 

The attendance is stored to the PC in an excel sheet as well as uploaded to authorized mail each day. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) based Attendance System: 

 

A selection of functions regarding Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based Attendance Systems occur in the literature. In 

[six] the writers have propose2.3. Iris- Recognition Based Attendance System Iris is yet another biometric that could be 

utilized for Attendance Systems. In [two] the writers have suggested the Dingmans algorithm aced Iris recognition process. 

This product utilizes an iris recognition management process which does capture the image of iris recognition, extraction, 
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matching as well as keeping. Though the trouble happens to place the transmission lines in the locations in which the 

topography is awful. In [three] authors have proposed a method according to true-time face recognition that is fast, secure, and 

reliable which needs improvement in various lighting conditions RFID based method where pupils have an RFID tag style ID 

card and they also have to put that on the card reader to shoot the attendance of theirs. RS232 is utilized to link the device to 

the pc and preserve the captured attendance out of the database. This system might give rise to the difficulty of fraudulent 

access. An unauthorized visitor might use an authorized ID card and enter into the business. 

 

B. Fingerprint based Attendance System: 

 

A transportable fingerprint unit was designed that could be passed with the pupils to put the finger theirs on the sensor 

throughout the lecture time without having the instructor's intervention. This product guarantees a foolproof way of marking 

attendance. The issue with this strategy is the fact that passing the unit during the lecture time might distract the interest of the 

pupils. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Systems design is the procedure of defining the structure, interfaces, modules, components, and information for a method to 

fulfil certain needs. Methods design might be viewed as the application of the principle of the method to product development. 

The proposed automated attendance product may be split into 5 main modules. The modules as well as the functions of theirs 

are defined in this specific section. The 5 modules into that the proposed method is divided are: 

 

A. Image Capture: 
The Camera is mounted at a distance from the entry to capture the frontal photos of the pupils. As well as the extra 

development moves for face detection. 

                           

B. Face Detection: 
A proper and efficient face detection algorithm typically gets the better performance of face recognition methods. Various 

algorithms are recommended for face detection for instance Face geometry based. 

 

strategies, Feature Invariant methods 

 
 

Fig 1: Image capture process 

 

Machine learning-based methods. Out of each one of these options, haar cascades proposed a framework giving a top 

detection rate and is additionally fast. haar cascades detection algorithm is effective for real-time application as it's quick & 

strong. Hence, we selected haar cascades detection for face detection algorithm making use of Integral Image and/or KNN 

algorithm as classier. We found this algorithm provides much better outcomes in various lighting circumstances and also, we 

mixed several haar classifiers to attain much better detection rates up to an angle of thirty degrees. 

 

C. Pre-Processing: 
The detected face is extracted and put through pre-processing. This particular pre-processing step will involve histogram 

equalization of the extracted deal with picture, and it is resized to 100x100. Histogram Equalization is probably the most 

common Histogram Normalization method. This improves the distinctions of the picture as it stretches the assortment of the 

intensities in a picture by making it more apparent. 

 

D. Database Development: 
As we select a biometric-based system enrolment of each person is needed. This database development phase 

includes image capture of every person and extracting the biometric feature, in the case of ours its face, and later 

it's improved using pre-processing methods and kept in the database. 
 

E. Post-Processing: 
In the proposed method, after recognizing the faces of the pupils, the names are kept up to date in an excel sheet. The excel 

sheet is producedby exporting mechanism contained in the database system. These generated records may be sent to guardians 

or parents of pupils. After the morning a provision to announce the names of most pupils that are contained in the class can 

also be provided. The announcement system is applied to utilize text to speech conversion. Numerous applications & 

algorithms are offered which can change the text to lifelike speech. 
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Google text to speechy is but one such program including various languages. The device has also the capability to transmit 

notification emails to employees and ERP operators. The email will be delivered using one of the numerous Web API's out 

there like Gmail. The device will make use of email APIs to transmit regular reports to each authorized staff. Push 

notifications can additionally be implemented in the device, notifications could be sent to both students and staff. Push 

notifications are real-time and also could help boost the reliability of the proposed system. 

 

F. Proposed Algorithm: 
This's the archetype type of Real-time face recognition based attendance monitoring system. The method and also the digital 

camera that is fitted in the center of the front- facing of all of the classrooms. The camera detects the many faces in a video 

frame. At first, the captured faces are cropped after changed to the greyscale and that results in to decrease in the number of 

bits and that is gonna be utilized in image processing. Next, there's a comparison of these faces with the present faces in the 

database, finally, it begins counting the amount of the current pupils in the class and marking the attendance of theirs. 

 

A. Creation of Pupils Database: 
photographs of each pupil are captured in various angles with some gestures and modification. The pictures are in the form of 

RGBE that are even more cropped and also changed into the grey level and lastly, resize to 124*96 pixels because of the 

decrease in time of computation. All of the pictures are placed into the folder called "Student Database", each folder is even 

more split into subfolders, a subfolder is called on the title of the pupil. The sub-folder contains multiple pictures of each 

pupil. 

 

B. Face Detection and Eye Detection: 
In the wake of introducing the digital camera in the classroom, it catches the edges with the qualities of all understudies 

relaxing in the category. Haar cascade calculation is attached on this particular edge, that identifies the appearances in the 

advantage. To ensure the identified question is facing, each notable protest is edited and also handled for eye location, of 

course, if eyes are realized they're viewed as faces different are rejected. All of the edited appearances are stored in the 

manager called' Test', which is utilized to contrast and the' Database' envelope. Plays up of the significant amount of 

appearances in the test organizer are extricated utilizing feature highlights. 

 

C. KNN (K- Nearest Neighbour) 
K Nearest neighbour is an easy formula that stores every accessible case & groups brand new situations in light of a likeness 

measure (e.g., remove capacities). KNN has been used in the factual example and estimation acknowledgement as of right 

now in the beginning of 1970s as a non-parametric procedure. A situation is recognized by most share vote of its neighbour’s, 

with the situation being doled out with the class most typical among the K of its nearest neighbours calculated by a separation 

work. If K = one, at which level the situation is simply issued towards the category of its nearest neighbour. F. Comparison / 

Recognition Extracted binary features of' Test' faces are contrasted as well as the divided twofold highlights of' Database' 

faces, the facial skin having the best way of measuring relationship is regarded as the coordinated face as well as the looking 

at the title of the facial skin is taken out of the collection using the classifier. 

 

D. Attendance Marking 

After removing the title of the matched face corresponding attendance is marked to the job sheet as well 

as the database with all of the attendance records will additionally be kept up to date on the same. 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSYS 

 

The face of our recognition-based attendance monitoring system offers the graphical user interface 

that is composed of a location for the 2- dimensional image that is goanna be both taken out of the 

webcam or even browsed from the regional disk of the device. attendance monitoring system. 

 

 
                     
                       Fig 2. Proposed system face recognition 
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                                             Fig 3. Attendance sheet of proposed system 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

 
Completely the cheats of ATM it is suggested creating the database of every one of the ATM clientele with each one of the 

banks also the company of higher resolutions digicam and also face acknowledgement programming by any stretch of the 

ingenuity. To get a strategic distance from the book voters, a database of all voters of all systems electorate is provided being 

ready. During that time of the months of voting the facial skin and determination, camera acknowledgement offers in the voting 

site may help in distinguishing pieces of proof of the voters. Within barrier service along with other essential places, the facial 

skin acknowledgement innovation may be sent for higher safety. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 
This Real-Time face recognition-based attendance monitoring procedure has the ability to record the attendance of pupils in a 

classroom or the attendance of the employees in a business. It requires only 2-3 minutes for recording and updating the 

attendance. This is an easy and convenient incredibly method of attendance marking. If this is implemented in colleges and 

institutes, subsequently it's likely to conserve a good deal of time for teachers and definitely the pupils. This process is very 

cost-efficient because it demands a Camera, a Laptop and a local network. This system is a lot more protected and reliable in 

comparison to the standard strategies of attendance marking. 
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